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When Selling Park Land is a Good Thing (‘Dreaming of Hellbenders’)
~ Ed Patterson

we have had our summer evenings, now for October eves!”
― Humbert Wolfe ~ 1885 –1940, Italian-born British poet.

“Listen! The wind is rising, and the air is wild with leaves . . .

Generally, in the parks business we try to add acreage to our parks, or acquire
acreage to establish new sites. But sometimes an opportunity to sell park land for the
greater good comes along.
Recently, Indiana County Parks & Trails agreed to sell three acres of land,
located along Blacklick Creek near the small village of Rexis, to the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection. The property will
be used as the site of a pumping station to send mine water to the planned
Blacklick Creek Mine Water Treatment Plant near Vintondale. The plant will
treat mine water from the former Red Mill, Vintondale and Wehrum Mines
with a capacity to process 7.2 million gallons of water per day. The Rexis
Access Area parking lot at the Ghost Town Trail, and the trail itself, will remain and will not
be impacted by the sale of the property.

Once the plant is constructed and fully operational it will result in a significant
improvement in the water quality of 25 miles of Blacklick Creek in Indiana County.
This is a major environmental improvement for an area that has greatly
suffered for many years from the impacts of abandoned mine drainage.
Since the early 1990s the Blacklick Creek Watershed Association
has been a tireless advocate for improving the streams in the watershed.
The mine water treatment plant is tangible evidence of the power of
grassroots advocacy, and a credit to the BCWA members for the good
work they have carried out for many years on behalf of the watershed.

At a public meeting in 1993, when the Ghost Town Trail was being established,
an elderly gentleman stated to me that because of the extensive mine water pollution,
“Blacklick Creek is orange and will always be orange”. One of the goals of the Ghost Town
Trail project was to use the trail as a catalyst to engage people to help improve the
environmental conditions of the Blacklick Creek valley. Today, thanks to the efforts of the
BCWA and the willingness of the DEP to construct the treatment plant, Blacklick Creek
has a much brighter future.
Continued on page 2 . . .

“Sing to me, Autumn, with the rustle of your leaves.
Breathe on me your spicy scents that flow within your breeze . . .
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When Selling Park Land is a Good Thing, continued . . .

Prior to 1900 and the initiation of coal mining, Blacklick Creek was a high-quality stream that supported
an abundant variety of fish and other aquatic life. The stream once even had a population of Eastern Hellbenders
in its lower reaches below the village of Heshbon. Aquatic life will return to Blacklick Creek and a fishery will be
reestablished. It will take many years for the stream to be able to support Hellbenders, but it is nice to dream that,
maybe someday, Hellbenders will return to their former home.

Ed Patterson (Blue Spruce Park) found the following information bits . . .
In the early 1900s RW Wehrle, the Indiana County naturalist,
wrote about encountering Hellbender Salamanders in Blacklick Creek.

Hellbender salamander (Cryptobranchus alleganiensis) is a species of aquatic giant salamander endemic
to eastern North America. "Cryptobranchus" signifies ‘hidden gill.’ It can grow up to 29 inches long.
This salamander may have escaped from an aquaria, as about 1860 quite an interest was taken in aquatic life
in Philadelphia. Many animals were brought from distant localities and in some instances were freed in the
Delaware Valley. How the Hellbender got into the waters of Pennsylvania east of the Allegheny Mountains is
unknown. Explanations are simply conjecture, but it probably merely followed down the streams from the
central part of the State, having crossed the divide at an elevated swamp.
Naturalist and careful observer Mr. R. Wehrle wrote as follows concerning the habits of the Cryptn. branchnis:
In regard to the hellbender, or better known as the 'alli-gator,' which is a constant annoyance to the fisherman,
and would better be called 'scavenger,' as they eat anything and everything. I have cut them open a number of
times and have found two or three good sized specimens of their own kind in one of them, which it had captured
and devoured. I have captured them early in the spring when the ice was on, also very late in the fall. They are
always ready for a meal, and their habits are not unlike those of the yellow catfish. I think they would be just as good
to eat if prepared and served to us in the same manner as catfish.
The 'mountain alligator' has but two enemies, the turtle and the snake. Several years ago while fishing in the
Blacklick Creek I shot a good sized sucker (fish), near the middle of the stream, and the blood ran down stream.
In a few minutes I counted ten of these so-called ‘alli-gators’ or hellbenders coming up the stream with their heads
moving back and forth, scenting the blood from the fish, and I had to put three balls into the first one to stop him.
Then I did not kill him, and lost my fish after all.
A number of years ago while fishing in the Conemaugh River I shot a good sized water snake, and on cutting
it open found a small hellbender in it. Little has been published concerning the habits of the Giant Salamander
or Hellbender. It is fearfully but needlessly dreaded by fishermen, who hook it while fishing for suckers or catfish
during winter or spring.
Concerning its breeding habits and the life of its young almost nothing is known or published heretofore.
The eggs are laid in the fall of the year under large flat stones, where the water moves freely, and not along the
"muddy banks of rivers," as has been suggested. On September 17th, 1909, we found a large mass of freshly
laid eggs of this species under a large stone in the Susquehanna River, just above Harrisburg, where the water was
two feet deep and running rapidly. The entire mass in quantity was sufficient to fill a man's hat. The individual eggs
were sulfur yellow and as large as peas each surrounded by a clear gelatinous envelope, which made a sphere over
one-half inch in diameter. These spheres had been laid in strings and the entire mass was bunched under a stone.
It is probable that they remain unhatched during the winter and hatch and feed in the spring, as do the eggs
of certain land salamanders.
We have seen Hellbenders in captivity snap when annoyed . . . but they are perfectly harmless.
Explore details of this interesting Hellbender Salamander via the Nature Conservancy and Wikipedia websites.

. . . Dance with me, Autumn, your waltz that bends the boughs of trees.
Now tell me all the secrets you've whispered to the seas . . .
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Leave the Wild Boar. Take the Turkey and Venison ~ Katie Gaudreau
With the Holiday season right around the corner, many of us are planning meals and menus for
family dinners, potlucks, and parties. I will have my share of dishes to produce for these get-togethers
with friends and family so I am always on the lookout for new recipes and ideas. Two years ago I had
been reading through a popular cooking magazine and happened across the editorial section where the
magazine’s editor had posed this question to readers “what special foods will you be cooking for the
Holidays?” I am always interested in what other Holiday traditions are so I read the answers, which were
all very interesting, but one response really caught my eye. Not because it was insightful about family
stories, rather because the person that wrote it was very ill-informed about food and history that I have
remembered it ever since. This reader made the statement “My wife and I are adventurous eaters and
wanted to stick with what would have truly been traditional. Since the Pilgrims wouldn’t have eaten
turkey, we are having venison and wild boar.” *WHAT? * Both items, incidentally, he ordered online
and had shipped to his home in Connecticut. While I think this is a neat idea, as a life-long resident of
Pennsylvania as well as an historian, can you imagine what I found so amusing about this person’s answer?
The statement about the Pilgrim’s not having eaten turkey was the first
misunderstanding. While there are many things that the Europeans brought with
them from the Old World, including food, plant seeds, and sometimes inadvertently
animals and bugs, the turkey was not one of them. This bird is a native species to
the Americas, and Pennsylvania is one of the states that can boast a healthy
population of these creatures. When the Europeans had first come to the New
World, the turkey was in such abundance that there are stories of men shooting
entire flocks out of the trees at night on hunting trips. They were, like many other
animals once the settlers moved in, over-hunted and at one point in time close to extinction. However,
with the efforts of State and Federal protection, these birds have made a complete turnaround to the
point where we are able to hunt them once again and enjoy a tasty wild turkey at any Holiday.
The reader was correct in his assumption that venison would have graced
the Pilgrim’s table, it was then, as is now, an abundant source of protein. The
white-tailed deer is a native to the Americas, as are many other species of deer,
and would have been coveted game for any hunter in the early days of settlement.

However, the final item this “adventurous” eater was incorrect about was
the wild boar. The Native Americans did not raise
domesticated animals for food. Cows, chickens, goats, and
pigs as we know them came over the Atlantic with the
Europeans. Therefore, there was no such thing as a wild boar in the Americas
before the settlers brought their pigs. Historically, the Europeans did not fence in
their animals to keep them out of the crops, they fenced in their crops to keep the
animals out. The style of farming they practiced allowed for the animals to roam free
and graze where they could, to find food wherever they could get it (particularly in the
winter months) so as not to waste land in planting feed crops for the animals.
Continued on page 4 . . .

. . . Sleep with me, Autumn, beneath your starlit skies.
Let your yellow harvest moon shimmer in our eyes . . .
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Explore “Friends of the Parks” at: http://www.indianacountyparks.org/friends-of-the-park.aspx

FRIENDS OF THE PARKS
1128 Blue Spruce Road, Indiana, PA 15701 . . . 724-463-8636
Rebecca Sterley, FOP Newsletter Editor
“Autumn”
The morns are meeker than they were,
The nuts are getting brown;
The berry's cheek is plumper,
The rose is out of town.
The maple wears a gayer scarf,
The field a scarlet gown.
Lest I should be old-fashioned,
I'll put a trinket on.
Emily Dickinson 1830—1886

While Dickinson was a
prolific private poet, fewer than
a dozen of her nearly 1,800 poems
were published during her lifetime.
Her poems are unique for the era
in which she wrote; they contain
short lines, typically lack titles,
and often use slant rhyme as well
as unconventional capitalization
and punctuation. Many of her
poems deal with themes of death
and immortality.

Leave the Wild Boar . . . Continued from page 3 ~
As a result, a certain number of animals, including pigs, were sure to roam far enough away from
the farm and not be found by the farmer. Further, animals that were involved in shipwrecks often made
their way to land to fend for themselves. These formerly domesticated animals then became feral,
resulting in the wild boar that has made its home in many southern states. (This is also why there are herds
of wild horses in the Southwest ~ the horses escaped from Spanish explorers.) The Javelina (Peccary)
is a native species to the Southwestern deserts ~ a new world pig - Tayassuidae family. The wild boar
~ an old world pig - Suidae family, is a VERY, very distant cousin.
It is fascinating to me the things that we take for granted, such as turkeys, as being native to and
constantly visible in our region. For me, growing up in a family of hunters I often forget that not everyone
was fortunate enough to have that background. I see deer in the backyard almost every night, and
sometimes I’m lucky enough to see a turkey flying (yes flying!) across the road on my drive into town.
It makes me wonder what kind of a food-sheltered life this reader must have had in Connecticut to believe
that turkeys were not present at the Pilgrim’s table. Yet I am happy for him for trying the types of food
that I grew up eating, despite his having to ship it to his house. Hopefully this reader was able to enjoy
his not-quite traditional Holiday meal. *Celebrity chef Alton Brown with the help of a food historian
did a very good Thanksgiving special that addressed the types of food that the Pilgrims would have eaten
at that first Thanksgiving. Incidentally, wild boar was not on the menu… Works for ME!
Mark and Save the Date ~ Saturday, January 27, 2018 ~ 6PM
FOP Potluck Dinner

Indiana Fire Association's White Township station social hall.
Further details will be in the next newsletter.

“Sing to Me, Autumn”
Patricia Cisco

. . . Kiss me, Autumn, with your enchanting spellbound ways
that changes all you touch into crimson golden days . . . “
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